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We study the effect of the limiting field strength of Born–Infeld electromagnetism on the dynamics of
charged particle scattering. We formulate the Born–Infeld limiting field in an invariant manner, showing
that it is the electric field-dominated eigenvalue “a” of the field tensor Fµν which is limited rather than
the individual field vectors. Heavy ion collisions in particular provide uniquely large values of the field
invariants that appear in the Born–Infeld action, amplifying nonlinear effects. Thus “a” is the dominant
input into the force between heavy ions that we use to compute the scattering angle as a function of the
impact parameter. We evaluate the Born–Infeld effects, showing relevance at small impact parameters
and exhibiting their dependence on the value of the limiting field strength.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, relativistic heavy ion collisions
have been explored as a testing ground for strong
electromagnetic (EM) field effects [1–6]. In periph-
eral collisions with large impact parameters, electro-
magnetic forces dominate the scattering processes,
and strong field effects such as light–light scat-
tering and spontaneous pair production can be
observed.

In this paper, we suggest that heavy ion collisions
also can serve as a potential means of exploring clas-
sical, nonlinear electromagnetic effects. Specifically,
we will study the nonlinear Born–Infeld (BI) theory
of electromagnetism and its effect on the scattering
of relativistic heavy ions. The nonlinearity in BI the-
ory is dependent on the EM field tensor invariants,
S and P (defined in Appendix A), which are quite
large in relativistic heavy ion collisions.

Nonlinear EM theories inherently contain a char-
acteristic electric field strength scale, E0. In the BI
theory, this field scale acts as an upper limit to the
electric field in the rest frame of a particle [7, 8].

This feature yields a finite electromagnetic mass of
the particle, without the divergences that appear in
Maxwell’s theory, and a vanishing electromagnetic
self-stress on the particle [9]. Additionally, the BI
theory is the only nonlinear theory of EM in which
the wave velocity does not depend on its polariza-
tion [10], and the waves can be linearly superposed
with a constant background field [11].

We begin by reviewing the Lagrangian and field
equations of BI theory in Sect. 2. We determine the
form of the Lagrangian in terms of the EM field
tensor eigenvalues a and b (see Appendix A). This
allows us to formulate the BI limiting field condi-
tion in an invariant manner rather than the usual
picture, where E0 is the limiting electric field in the
rest frame of the particle. Our formulation shows
that the electric-like eigenvalue a is a true bounded
quantity.

In Sect. 3, we formulate the equations of motion
of colliding ions. In order to yield a soluble prob-
lem, we approximate the ions as test particles un-
dergoing Lorentz force motion. We then determine
the EM fields of each ion separately by first solving
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the BI field equations in the rest frame and then
Lorentz boosting to the center-of-momentum frame.
This approach allows us to sidestep the difficulties
that arise when one considers the force acting on a
BI particle [12–15], which we will turn our attention
to in future work.

We present numerical results for ion motion in
Sect. 4. In particular, we look at the scattering
angle dependence on the impact parameter for a
range of E0 values. We see that the BI limiting field
suppresses the scattering angle when the impact
parameter is small, allowing the ions to approach
each other more closely than in the framework of
Maxwell electrodynamics. For larger values of E0,
this requires smaller impact parameters.

2. Born–Infeld electromagnetism

2.1. Review of well-known relations

In this section, we review the equations of BI the-
ory and formulate the limiting field condition in
Lorentz invariant form. Definitions of all relevant
mathematical quantities and notation can be found
in Appendix A. The free Lagrangian of the Born–
Infeld theory is, in a flat spacetime with the metric
gµν), given by

L = ε0E
2
0

[
1−

√
−det

(
gµν +

cFµν
E0

)]
, (1)

where Fµν is the EM field tensor. Computing the
determinant yields the equivalent form

L = ε0E
2
0

(
1−

√
1 +

2Sc2
E2

0

− P
2c4

E4
0

)
, (2)

where S and P are the EM field tensor invariants,
see (54) and (55) in Appendix A. In the limit of
large E0, (2) becomes the Maxwell Lagrangian,

L → S
µ0
, as E0 →∞. (3)

Upon coupling (2) to the current density jµ and
performing the variation with respect to the four-
potential Aµ, one arrives at the BI field equations

∂µHµν = jν , (4)

∂µF̃
µν = 0, (5)

where the displacement field tensor Hµν is defined
to be

Hµν ≡ 2
δL
δFµν

=
1

µ0

Fµν − Pc
2

E2
0
F̃µν√

1 + 2Sc2
E2

0
− P2c4

E4
0

(6)

and F̃µν denotes the dual EM tensor defined in (49)
in Appendix A. The BI equations then take a form
identical to the Maxwell equations in a dielectric
medium. The nonlinear BI effects can then be in-
terpreted as the effect of the dielectric medium on
the field close to its source.

One can invert (6) and solve for Fµν (see [7]),
yielding

Fµν = µ0

Hµν + Qµ
2
0c

2

E2
0
H̃µν√

1− 2Rµ2
0c

2

E2
0
− Q

2µ4
0c

4

4E4
0

, (7)

where R and Q are invariants of the displacement
field tensor defined in (56) and (57) in Appendix A.

2.2. Eigenvalue formulation of BI theory

We can also formulate the BI theory in terms
of the EM field tensor eigenvalues, ±a and ± ib,
often used in the context of the Euler–Heisenberg–
Schwinger effective action of quantum electrody-
namics (QED) [16] (see (63) in Appendix A). This
approach has the benefit of making the limiting field
condition explicit in the action. The eigenvalues are
related to the invariants S and P through

a =

√
−S +

√
S2+P2, (8)

b =

√
S +

√
S2+P2, (9)

where a is the electrically-dominated eigenvalue and
b is the magnetically-dominated eigenvalue, such
that for zero magnetic field a = E/c and for zero
electric field b = B. Since the expressions under all
four square roots are strictly positive, one can easily
check that the following identities are true

a2 − b2 = −2S, (10)

a2b2 = P2, (11)
as well as a2 > 0 and b2 > 0. This allows us to
re-write the determinant in (2) as the product of
eigenvalues,

L = ε0E
2
0

1−

√√√√ 4∏
k=1

Λk

 , (12)

where the eigenvalues Λk of δµν + Fµν c/E0 are de-
fined in Appendix A, below (64). Now (12) can be
simplified to

L = ε0E
2
0

(
1−

√(
1−c2 a

2

E2
0

)(
1+c2

b2

E2
0

))
.

(13)
In fact, (13) can also be obtained by directly subsi-
tuting (10) and (11) directly into (2).

The expression under the square root in (13) must
be positive in order for the Lagrangian to be real
and the corresponding field equations to be real.
Imposing this constraint yields an upper limit for
the field strength,

a <
E0

c
, (14)

while there is no limit on the value of b. Thus, it is
the electric field-like invariant eigenvalue a that is
limited in general, not just the electric field.
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We now study the limiting field behavior of two
different configurations of invariants. When P = 0,
we have

a =
√
−S + |S|. (15)

For an electrically-dominated system, S < 0 and
a =

√
−2S. In this case, S is limited. For a

magnetically-dominated system with S > 0, we
have a = 0 and the fields are therefore not limited.

When S = 0, we have
a =

√
|P|, (16)

and therefore P is limited.

2.3. Value of the limiting field constant E0

As we will argue below, experimental data in rel-
ativistic heavy ion collisions or other strong field en-
vironments could be used to determine the BI lim-
iting field constant E0. Born and Infeld originally
calculated the value of E0 on the assumption that
the experimentally measured mass of the electron is
entirely electromagnetic, yielding the limiting field
value

E0 = 1.18× 1020
V

m
. (17)

However, we now know that the electron mass is
made up in part of non-electromagnetic compo-
nents. Therefore, the Born and Infeld value of E0

cannot be exact. Instead, we must determine E0 by
studying the dynamics of charged particles exper-
imentally. There were previously several studies of
possible bounds on the BI limiting field constant
with conflicting results [17–21]. We hope that fur-
ther studies of the effects of BI theory on particle
dynamics in strong-field environments, such as in
the present paper, as well as relatively recent papers
on the BI effects in laser-plasma acceleration [22, 23]
can lay the groundwork for an experimental study
of the value of E0.

It is also interesting to compare the nonlinear
classical theory with the nonlinearity inherent in
QED. We can compare the classical BI limiting
field (at least the value calculated by Born and
Infeld) to the field strength that appears in the
Euler–Heisenberg–Schwinger effective Lagrangian
of QED [16, 24, 25]

EEHS =
m2
ec

3

e~
= 0.0112E0. (18)

Thus EEHS represents the scale at which quan-
tum nonlinear effects set in, while E0 corresponds
to classical nonlinear effects. We see here that the
quantum nonlinear scale is approximately two or-
ders of magnitude smaller than the classical nonlin-
ear scale.

Additionally, we can compare E0 to the limiting
acceleration value that appears in the Eliezer–Ford–
O’Connell (EFO) radiation reaction (RR) force
model [26]. The EFO radiation reaction force can
be written as

FµEFO = τ0P
µ
ν

d

dτ
(eF ναuα), (19)

which yields the following equation of motion(
gµν−

eτ0
m
Pαµ Fαν

)
u̇ν =

e

m
(Fµν + τ0Ḟµν)u

ν ,

(20)
where the dot refers to the proper time derivative
and τ0 is the characteristic RR time scale (for elec-
trons τ0 = 6.26 × 10−24 s). The orthogonal projec-
tion tensor is defined as

Pµν = gµν −
uµuν
c2

. (21)

To solve the acceleration in (20), one must invert the
tensor gµν − eτ0

m Pαµ Fαν by taking its determinant,
which takes a similar form to the BI Lagrangian (2)

−det
(
gµν−

eτ0
m
Pαµ Fαν

)
= 1 +

e2τ20
m2

(
2S+uFFu

c2

)
.

(22)
As we have shown in [26], in certain field configura-
tions, (20) leads to an upper limit on the accelera-
tion analogous to the BI limiting field

aEFO =
c

τ0
=

3

2

4πε0mc
2

e2
= 4.80× 1031

m

s2
, (23)

where the value is given for electrons. The electric
field corresponding to this limiting acceleration is

EEFO =
EEHS

α
= 1.53E0, (24)

where α ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure constant. We
see that the classical limiting field appearing in the
radiation reaction force is of the same order of mag-
nitude as the BI limiting field E0, which is obtained
by requiring all of the electron mass to be of elec-
tromagnetic origin.

3. Heavy ion scattering

3.1. Force on a BI particle

We will consider the scattering of two identical
heavy ions, both of charge Ze and mass m. We will
approximate ions as test particles. In this case, the
force on each charge is given by the Lorentz force.
For ions located at positions x1 and x2 and with
fields Fµν1 and Fµν2 , our system of equations is

mu̇µ1 = ZeFµν2 u1ν , (25)

mu̇µ2 = ZeFµν1 u2ν . (26)
For symmetric collisions, the ions will have the same
proper time, τ . In the test particle approximation,
the field of one ion acts on the other ion. The BI
effects in our equations of motion come from Fµν ,
which is a solution of the BI field equations and
therefore is restricted by the limiting field condition
a < E0/c. We neglect backreaction from the self-
field of each ion.

Our test particle approach allows us to formulate
a tractable problem, since the closed-form expres-
sion for the force between two relativistic charges in
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BI theory is not known. The Lorentz force, which we
use here, is the leading order force on the BI charge
for small acceleration [27]. The first-order BI cor-
rections to the Coulomb force between two static
charges have been calculated in [28].

Our first step, then, is to solve the BI equations
for a single ion undergoing relativistic motion. An
analogous problem for Maxwell’s equations is solved
by the Lienard–Wiechert fields [29]. However, in the
nonlinear BI theory, the exact solution to this prob-
lem is not yet known.

3.2. Fields of a relativistic BI particle

To obtain an approximate solution for the field
of the ion, we will assume that its acceleration is
relatively small so that its rest frame is approxi-
mately inertial. In the rest frame, assuming that
the ion is located at a position x′0 with charge Ze,
the BI equations simplify to
∇ ·D′(x′) = Ze δ3(X ′), X ′ ≡ x′ − x′ (27)

while the magnetic field vanishes
H ′(x′) = 0. (28)

Here (27) is solved by the Coulomb field

D′(x′) =
Ze

4π

X ′

|X ′|3
. (29)

We can then Lorentz boost the rest frame fields,
(28) and (29), to the center-of-momentum (CM)
frame where the ion is moving with velocity v
with negligible acceleration. The D and H fields
transform identically to E and B, whose trans-
formation formulae are given in [29]. The details
of the Lorentz transformation are presented in
Appendix B. There, the displacement fields in the
CM frame are given in Appendix B as (72) and
(73), therefore

D(t,x) =
Ze

4π

γ

R3
X, (30)

H(t,x) =
Ze

4π

γ

R3
v ×X, (31)

where
R =

√
X2
⊥ + γ2X2

‖ . (32)

We then compute the invariants R and Q,
using (30) and (31), which leads to

R = −1

2

(
Zec

4πR2

)2

, (33)

Q = 0. (34)
Now (33) is obtained by noting that(v

c
×X

)2
−X2 =

R2

γ2
. (35)

We can now compute the E and B fields corre-
sponding to (30) and (31). In three-vector form, (7)
reads

E =
1

ε0

D√
1− 2Rµ2

0c
2

E2
0

, (36)

B = µ0
H√

1− 2Rµ2
0c

2

E2
0

, (37)

where we have substituted Q = 0. Upon combin-
ing (36) and (37) with the expressions for D, H,
and R, we find

E =
Zeγ

4πε0R3

X√
1 +

(
Ze

4πε0R2 /E0

)2 , (38)

B =
Zeγ

4πc2ε0R3

v ×X√
1 +

(
Ze

4πε0R2 /E0

)2 . (39)

The behavior of these fields in the ultrarelativistic
limit is studied in [30].

As a final step, we will check that our fields obey
the limiting field constraint from (14). For this,
S and P need to be computed. By the well-known
duality symmetry of BI theory [8],
P = µ2

0Q, (40)
and therefore P vanishes. Computing S using (7),
we find

S = µ2
0

R
1− 2Rµ2

0c
2

E2
0
− Q

2µ4
0c

4

E4
0

, (41)

which simplifies to

S = −1

2

(
Ze

4πε0R2

)2
1 + 1

E2
0

(
Ze

4πε0R2

)2 . (42)

In this case P = 0, so from (58) given in the Ap-
pendix A, we have that a =

√
−2S and therefore

a =
Ze

4πcε0R2√
1 + 1

E2
0

(
Ze

4πε0R2

)2 . (43)

In the limit R→ 0,
a→ E0

c (44)
and we see that our fields obey the invariant limit-
ing field condition.

4. Numerical results

Our heavy ion collisions are described by the sys-
tem of equations (25) and (26), which depend on
the electric (38) and magnetic (39) fields. We in-
tegrate the equations using the fifth-order Runge–
Kutta–Dormand–Prince method [31] and use the
constraint u2 = c2 as an estimation of the numeri-
cal error. Ions are assumed to start from τ = −∞
with incoming velocities ±v0 as well as transverse
separation in the y-direction by an impact parame-
ter ρ. The initial longitudinal separation is taken to
be large enough such that the results are converged
with respect to its small variations. We use ρ for the
impact parameter rather than the usual b because
the latter is reserved for the EM tensor eigenvalue
in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Scattering angle as a function of impact
parameter ρ for collisions C–C (panel (a)) and Ca–
Ca (panel (b)), with γ = 1.5.

We present the results for four pairs of collid-
ing ions: Au–Au, U–U, Ca–Ca, and C–C to study
a range of charge-to-mass ratios. We compute the
scattering angle θ by comparing the incoming and
outgoing momentum vectors for the ions.

In Fig. 1, we plot the relationship between θ and
ρ for C–C (panel (a)) and Ca–Ca (panel (b)), at
γ = 1.5. In Fig. 2, we present the scattering an-
gle for Au–Au at γ = 1.5 (panel (a)) and U–U at
γ = 1.2 (panel (b)). The scattering angle is com-
puted for the Born and Infeld value of E0 given
in (17), as well as for 2E0, 10E0, and the Maxwell
theory corresponding to E0 → ∞. The results are
shown for ρ > 10 fm to ensure that the collisions
remain peripheral and the point particle approxi-
mation remains valid.

Our results show that BI effects are most signifi-
cant at smaller impact parameters, where the field
seen by each ion is bounded. This is in contrast to
Maxwell’s theory, where the force approaches infin-
ity for smaller and smaller impact parameters. The
limiting BI field significantly suppresses the scat-
tering angle at lower impact parameters, with the
scattering angle decreasing moreso as E0 decreases.
At larger impact parameters, BI effects are relevant
for smaller values of E0 and become negligible at
10E0 and above.

Fig. 2. Scattering angle θ as a function of impact
parameter ρ for Au–Au collisions with γ = 1.5 (a)
and U–U collisions with γ = 1.2 (b).

Fig. 3. Scattering angle as a function of incoming
γ at a fixed impact parameter, ρ = 12 fm.

BI effects are additionally amplified for large Z.
The C–C results in Fig. 1b show a relatively small
BI contribution to the scattering, even at 1E0. In
contrast, the Au–Au collisions in Fig. 2a with a
charge approximately 13 times larger show a sig-
nificant BI effect on the scattering angle.

Figure 3 plots the scattering angle as a func-
tion of the incoming γ at a fixed impact parame-
ter ρ = 12 fm. The scattering angle decreases as γ,
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and thus the inertia of the ions, γm, increases. Due
to this, BI effects are amplified at lower γ, where
the scattering angle is in general larger for all val-
ues of E0. The U–U plot shown in Fig. 2b demon-
strates the effect of large Z = 92 as well as a smaller
γ = 1.2, maximizing BI effects.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have studied the limiting field
feature of BI theory and established that the
electric-like eigenvalue of the EM field tensor a is
limited in all inertial frames by the electric field
strength constant E0. In the rest frame of the parti-
cle, this becomes the limit on the electrostatic field,
yielding finite electric field energy as usual.

We then applied BI theory to study the dynam-
ics of relativistic heavy ion collisions. We showed
that the limiting field can have a significant impact
on the scattering angle at a low impact parameter
when the ions pass through the region of the field
greatly altered by nonlinear effects. This causes a
reduction in force and thus scattering angle at low
impact parameter compared to Maxwell’s theory.
The difference between the BI and Maxwell’s the-
ory is most relevant for smaller values of the limit-
ing field E0 and diminishes as this limiting value is
increased.

Looking at the fixed scattering angle in Fig. 2,
say 0.4◦, we see that the BI force predicts a smaller
corresponding impact parameter by approximately
25% for 10E0. The BI impact parameter is ρBI ≈
12 fm, while the Maxwell impact parameter is
ρMax ≈ 15 fm. This impact parameter shift is even
larger for smaller values of the limiting field con-
stant. A shift in perceived impact parameter such
as we see here would have a significant effect on all
impact parameter-sensitive calculations using pe-
ripheral heavy ion collision data, such as nuclear
size [32, 33].

Moreover, self-field effects will likely be relevant
at these small impact parameters. In BI theory this
includes two phenomena, i.e., the radiation reaction
and the nonlinear superposition of the self-field and
the external field. In future work, we will turn our
attention to formulating a framework for BI particle
motion that includes these effects in a self-consistent
manner.

Appendix A: Mathematical
identities and notation

The conventions and notation used in this paper
are as follows. We use a flat spacetime metric with
a negative signature

gµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1). (45)

The electromagnetic field tensor is given in terms of
the EM four-potential Aµ = (φ/c,A) as

Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, (46)

and can be written in terms of electric fields E and
magnetic fields B in cartesian coordinates as the
following 4× 4 matrix

Fµν =


0 −Ex/c −Ey/c −Ez/c

Ex/c 0 −Bz By

Ey/c Bz 0 −Bx
Ez/c −By Bx 0

 . (47)

We also use the displacement field tensor Hµν ,
which can be written in terms of the displacement
fields D and H as

Hµν =


0 −cDx −cDy −cDz

cDx 0 −Hz Hy

cDy Hz 0 −Hx

cDz −Hy Hx 0

 . (48)

We can also construct the corresponding dual ten-
sors

F̃αβ =
1

2
εαβµνF

µν , (49)

H̃αβ =
1

2
εαβµνH̃µν , (50)

where the totally antisymmetric Levi–Civita sym-
bol is defined such that

ε0123 = −ε0123 = 1. (51)

The dual tensors written in matrix form are

F̃µν =


0 −Bx −By −Bz
Bx 0 −Ez/c Ey/c

By Ez/c 0 −Ex/c
Bz −Ey/c Ex/c 0

 , (52)

H̃µν =


0 −Hx −Hy −Hz

Hx 0 −Dzc Dyc

Hy Dzc 0 −Dxc

Hz −Dyc Dxc 0

 . (53)

From the field tensors, we can construct the follow-
ing four field invariants

S =
1

4
FµνFµν =

1

2
(B2 − E2/c2), (54)

P =
1

4
Fµν F̃µν = B ·E/c, (55)

R =
1

4
HµνHµν =

1

2
(H2 − c2D2), (56)

Q =
1

4
HµνH̃µν = H · cD. (57)

Evaluating the BI action requires a computation
of the determinant of the tensor gµν+Fµνc/E0. The
four eigenvalues of Fµν are Λk ≡ {±a,± ib}, defined
by [16]

a =

√
−S +

√
S2+P2, (58)

b =

√
S +

√
S2+P2. (59)
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The parameter a is electrically dominated such
that for zero magnetic field

a = E/c, (60)
and the parameter b is magnetically dominated
such that for zero electric field

b = B. (61)
For E/c and B of equal magnitude, we have S = 0
and

a = b = |P|. (62)
In general, the determinant of Fµν can be written
as the product of eigenvalues
−det(Fµν) = −det(gµαF

α
ν ) =

−det(gµα) det(F
α
ν ) = det(Fαν ) =

4∏
k=1

Λk = −a2b2 = −P2, (63)

because of the identity det(AB) = det(A) det(B)
and in the flat spacetime background
det(gµν) = −1. The last equality follows ei-
ther from direct computation with the matrix
form (47) or manipulation of (58) and (59). Fol-
lowing the same steps, we find the determinant of
gµν + Fµνc/E0 to be

− det
(
gµν +

Fµνc

E0

)
=

det
(
δµν+

Fµν c

E0

)
=

4∏
k=1

(
1 + Λk

c

E0

)
=

(
1−a c

E0

)(
1+a

c

E0

)(
1− ib

c

E0

)(
1+ib

c

E0

)
=(

1− c2a2

E2
0

)(
1+

c2b2

E2
0

)
= 1+

2Sc2

E2
0

−P
2c4

E4
0

,

(64)
which is used in the main text of this paper, where
Λk ≡ 1 + Λkc/E0 are eigenvalues of δµν + Fµν c/E0.

Appendix B: Fields of a uniformly
moving charge

The displacement fields of the ion in the CM
frame are given by the Lorentz transformation of
the rest frame fields (29) and (28). The transforma-
tion equations are [29]

D‖ = D′‖, (65)

H‖ = H ′‖, (66)

D⊥ = γ
(
D′⊥ −

v

c2
×H ′

)
, (67)

H⊥ = γ (H ′⊥ + v ×D′) . (68)

Unprimed fields represent the fields in the CM
frame, while primes refer to quantities in the rest
frame. We apply the Lorentz boost along the −X‖
direction so that the charge is seen moving along the

+X‖ direction. Therefore, X⊥ and X‖ represent
the transverse and parallel components of X with
respect to the ion velocity, v.

The coordinate transformation is
X0 = γ v ·X ′/c, (69)

X‖ = γX ′‖, (70)

X⊥ = X ′⊥. (71)
The terms t′ that usually appear in the Lorentz
transformation are absent above because the rel-
ative position vector X ′ = x′ − x′0 is taken to be
the difference of two vectors at the equal time in the
rest frame. In (69), X0 is the difference in time be-
tween the observation point x and the source point
x0 in the CM frame.

In the CM frame, we then find our boosted fields
to be

D(t,x) =
Ze

4π

γ

R3
X, (72)

H(t,x) =
Ze

4π

γ

R3
v ×X, (73)

where
R =

√
X2
⊥ + γ2X2

‖ . (74)

Note that all components of the fields (72)
and (73) obtain the factor γ under the transforma-
tion. The parallel components acquire the factor γ
from the coordinate transformation, while γ in the
transverse components comes from the field trans-
formation.

To validate our results for the fields D and H
of the charge in uniform motion, obtained by the
Lorentz transformation, we show that (72) and (73)
are consistent with the Lienard–Wiechert solution
of Maxwell’s equations. Starting with the Lienard–
Wiechert solution, it can be shown that the electric
field of a charge in uniform motion can be written
as (see [34], page 105–106, Example 4.5)

E =
Ze

4πε0γ2
X

|X|3
(
1− v2

c2 sin2(ψ)
) 3

2

, (75)

where ψ is defined as the angle between the position
vector X and the direction of motion,
|X⊥| = |X| sin(ψ). (76)

The denominator in (75) can be re-written as

|X|3
(
1−v

2

c2
sin2(ψ)

) 3
2

= |X|3

(
|X|2−v

2

c2 X
2
⊥

) 3
2

|X|3
=

(
X2
‖ +X2

⊥/γ
2
) 3

2

=
R3

γ3
. (77)

Then (75) becomes

E =
Ze

4πε0

γ

R3
X, (78)

which is consistent with (30). The magnetic field
is obtained by B = v × E/c2, which is consistent
with (31).
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